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Vocabulary Quiz – 10-02-15 
Directions: Choose the word that is most nearly opposite in meaning to the word in capital letters. 
1. BENEVOLENT  

A] Talkative    B] Kindly 
C] Private     D] Favorable 
E] Powerful   

 
2. DIVERGENT  

A] becoming less advanced   B] unspoiled or brand new 
C] developing in different directions D] splitting in two or more parts 
E] very loving or loyal to a person or cause   

 
3. NONCHALANT  

A] calm or indifferent   B] difficult or hard 
C] anxious or uncomfortable  D] beautiful or charming 
E] unintelligent or dimwitted   

 
4. OSTENTATIOUS  

A] Excluded    B] Arty 
C] Hardened    D] Showy 
E] Monastic   

 
5. SUPPRESS  

A] to add an extra element to something 
B] to absorb something in something else 
C] to forcibly put an end to something 
D] to supersede and then replace something 
E] to bury a thought and hide it from oneself 

 
6. TRANSIENT  

A] existing in a place between two larger spaces 
B] involving a violation of socially accepted boundaries 
C] staying or working in a place for only a short time 
D] moving or able to moved or carried 
E] going beyond the range of known limits 

 
7. WARY  

A] tired or fatigued    B] cautious or hesitant 
C] gray-haired or aged   D] icy or frigid 
E] aggressive or combative   

 
8. VENERABLE  

A] possibly corrupt or corruptible  B] certainly true or provable 
C] slightly broken or inoperable  D] clearly defined or expressible 
E] greatly respected or respectable   

 
9. EXEMPLARY  

A] serving as a summary for a text 
B] representing the best of its kind 
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C] suggesting a point of exit in the theater 
D] free from obligation or liability 
E] having the power to put plans into effect 

 
10. AESTHETIC  

A] concerned with beauty and appearance 
B] characterized by severe self-discipline 
C] committed to scholarly learning 
D] reminiscent of past themes 
E] strong, physically fit, and active 
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Key 
1. [B] 
 
2. [C] 
 
3. [A] 
 
4. [D] 
 
5. [C] 
 
6. [C] 
 
7. [B] 
 
8. [E] 
 
9. [B] 
 
10. [A]  


